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In 2020, we celebrated 40 years of Erhardt – a true mile-

stone. What started as a small company in Burtenbach, a 

little town in Bavaria, has now grown into an enterprise em-

ploying more than 250 people. Erhardt is a real all-round-

er in sun protection with a product portfolio that covers 

balcony and terrace awnings, fully equipped terrace roofs 

and slat roofs.   All our products can be supplied with many 

optional features including lighting, heaters and automatic 

sun shades.   

 

When it joined the Stella Group, Erhardt embarked on a 

new path towards a digital future. We are focused on our 

core expertise as a full-line provider of customised sun 

protection and outdoor living solutions, delivering premium 

quality made in Germany. 

Erhardt is synonymous with a solution-based approach and 

individual support for our specialist partners. Our collabo-

ration on equal terms ensures mutual success. We respect 

the identity of our specialist partners, at the same time 

strengthening their regional presence.  

 

Erhardt has the perfect sun protection for every situation – 

whether for the terrace, garden or balcony. The company 

offers professional tailor-made solutions in premium quality 

to improve your quality of life and create an entirely new 

sense of well-being under your awning, terrace roof or slat 

roof. 

 

With our many years of experience in producing terrace 

roofs and awnings, we are experts in the planning and 

design of awnings and glass roofs. We are continuously 

adding innovative products to our portfolio. An awning is 

not just a sun protection system but a design element that 

needs to be integrated perfectly into a home’s surround-

ings. 

Our awning materials undergo strict quality controls at the 

weaving mill and in our in-house sewing shop. We offer 

more than 300 different fabric designs grouped into various 

collections. The adhesive bonding technique used in fabric 

production ensures high-quality processing. 

 

Today more than ever, the focus is on the design and func-

tion of awnings and terrace roofs.  

 

A full-line provider of products for customised sun protection and outdoor living solutions

ERHARDT 
Who we are
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ERHARDT QUBE PLUS
The slat roof that offers so much more 

ERHARDT QUBE SKYLINE
The slat roof for a stylish experience

With our broad range of bioclimatic slat roofs, we are setting new 

standards in outdoor living. Erhardt slat roofs not only provide 

protection from the sun and rain, they also create an ambiance 

that makes your outdoor space an elegant and exclusive place to 

relax – transforming it into your favourite place to be. The Erhardt 

QUBE Skyline allows the roof to be retracted fully, giving you an 

uninterrupted view of the sky whenever you want. 

We are your reliable partner with an extensive range of bioclimatic 

slat roofs, from standard solutions to high-end models for the 

optimum design of your outdoor space.

With its many convincing options, the Erhardt Qube Plus satisfi es 

your wishes without compromise. It is the largest slat roof in the 

Erhardt Qube range and can be expanded to a width of up to 7 

m with an additional static post but without the need for a second 

module. The Erhardt Qube Plus takes outdoor living to a new 

level. You can choose from a broad range of additional features 

including various lighting options, integrated vertical awnings and 

Comfort slats.Erhardt Qube Skyline

Your advantages at a glance

Give your outdoor space a modern and elegant look with a touch 

of luxury and style – the Erhardt Qube Skyline enables you to 

experience a new kind of outdoor living.

»  You can retract the roof fully for an uninterrupted view of the 

sky. 

»  Your exclusive place to relax can be customised to your indi-

vidual needs with lighting, heaters, integrated vertical awnings 

for shade and many other modular options that can also be 

retrofi tted at any time.

»  You gain additional living space for your hobby, leisure activi-

ties and time with your family by extending your outdoor living 

season with glass elements that protect you from the wind and 

the cold in your new outdoor living room. 

»  The slat roof is confi gurable to fi t your terrace so you don’t have 

to make any compromises when it comes to the dimensions.

Dimensions Span width          610 cm
Depth                  450 cm
Max. height         300 cm

Control technology

Somfy or Teleco multi-channel wire-
less remote control to operate slats, 
vertical awnings, lighting (RGB or 
white) and heaters

Mounting
Free-standing or
wall mounting

Erhardt Qube Plus

Your advantages at a glance

The Erhardt Qube Plus not only offers protection from the sun 

and rain but creates a pleasant and comfortable atmosphere on 

your terrace thanks to the fl exible adjustment of the slats.

»  The slats are adjustable to an angle of up to 140°, enabling you 

to control light and ventilation to suit your needs – for a pleasant 

and comfortable ambiance.

»  An additional static post makes it possible to create slat roofs 

up to 7 m wide – you don’t have to compromise on the size of 

your roof. 

»  You can design your exclusive refuge to suit your individual 

needs – our broad range of options such as various lighting 

solutions, heaters, integrated vertical awnings for shade and 

many other features satisfy your every wish and can also be ret-

rofi tted as modular add-ons – with absolutely no compromise.

»  You gain additional living space for your hobby, leisure activi-

ties and time with your family by extending your outdoor living 

season with glass elements that protect you from the wind and 

the cold in your new and exclusive favourite place. 

Dimensions Span width:        700 cm (with additional static posts)

Depth:                550 cm
Max. height        300 cm

Control technology

Somfy or Teleco multi-channel wireless remote 
control to operate slats, vertical awnings, lighting 
(RGB or white) and heaters

Mounting
Free-standing or
wall mounting
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ERHARDT QUBE 19 
The slat roof that offers a new dimension

ERHARDT QUBE 23
The slat roof with an aesthetic design

The roof’s external appearance is characterised by its clean de-

sign with no visible screws. The slimline frame profile of just 23 cm 

gives the structure an elegant look. The slats move very quietly, 

ensuring undisturbed enjoyment of your outdoor space. They can 

also be adjusted quickly and individually. With a maximum angle 

of 175°, the direction of the opening is more or less irrelevant. The 

slats themselves have an attractive appearance. 

Erhardt Qube 23

Your advantages at a glance

Your Erhardt Qube 23 allows the flexible control of light and 

shade on your terrace to suit your individual requirements. Enjoy 

the natural ventilation that only comes from a slat roof.

»  Experience the clean and solid design with no visible screws 

and enjoy the quiet movement of the slats – ensuring undis-

turbed enjoyment of your outdoor space.

»  The slats can be adjusted quickly and flexibly, enabling you to 

control light and ventilation to suit your needs – for a pleasant 

and comfortable ambiance.

»  Design your exclusive personal refuge to suit your own needs 

using our range of optional accessories such as lighting, heat-

ers and shades. 

»  You gain additional living space for your hobby, leisure activi-

ties and time with your family by extending your outdoor living 

season with glass elements that protect you from the wind and 

the cold in your new and exclusive favourite place. 

»  The roof is configurable to the exact dimensions of your terrace 

without an additional quiver foundation.

You can design your outdoor space to suit your own ideas and 

requirements. Thanks to the versatility of this outstanding room 

extension system, you can create the perfect space for any occa-

sion. The Qube 19 offers many configuration options to meet your 

needs – from the dimensions and closing technology to weather 

sensors and lighting. The bioclimatic slats set new standards for 

comfort and functionality and can be inclined to an impressive 

175° using the practical remote control. You can create a place 

for you and your family to grow, a place that makes every day a 

special experience.

Erhardt Qube 19

Your advantages at a glance

Now you can enjoy your garden even when the weather is bad – 

the Erhardt Qube 19 means you’ll never be sitting in the rain but 

are protected by the easily closed slatted roof.

»  With a frame profile of 19 cm and post dimensions of 12 cm x 

12 cm, the Qube 19 impresses with its slimline silhouette that is 

also perfect for smaller terraces.

»  Experience the clean design with no visible screws and enjoy 

the quiet movement of the slats – ensuring undisturbed enjoy-

ment of your outdoor space.

»  The slats can be inclined up to 175° for ideal air circulation 

and are opened and shut by the fast and quiet mechanism to 

ensure a pleasant atmosphere on your terrace.

»  You can customise your refuge with our range of optional ac-

cessories such as lighting, heaters and many other features. 

»  Make better use of your garden and extend your living space 

outdoors for your hobby, leisure activities and time with your 

family. Your new favourite place in your garden gives you and 

your family more room to grow.

»  The roof is configurable to the exact dimensions of your terrace 

without an additional quiver foundation.

Dimensions Span width         650 cm
Depth                 450 cm
Max. height        300 cm

Control technology

Teleco multi-channel wireless remote  
control to operate slats, vertical awnings, 
lighting (RGB or white) and heaters

Mounting
Free-standing or 
wall mounting

Dimensions Span width          550 cm
Depth                  400 cm
Max. height         300 cm

Control technology

Teleco multi-channel wireless remote  
control to operate slats, vertical awnings,  
lighting (RGB or white) and heaters

Mounting
Free-standing or 
wall mounting
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ERHARDT TERRACE ROOF 100
Classic beauty and modern versatility

In spring, summer or autumn – an Erhardt terrace roof means you 

can enjoy the outdoors whatever the weather. The combination 

of perfect protection from the wind and rain, maximum comfort 

and almost unlimited design scope makes an Erhardt terrace 

roof the ideal extension to your living space. Thanks to planning 

and design flexibility and variety, an Erhardt terrace roof can be 

matched to all types of architecture and many different situations. 

Whether for a terrace, garden or balcony or as a custom solution, 

you decide which functions and protection you need. The wall 

connection system ensures maximum function and sealing of your 

terrace roof to provide reliable protection from the rain, snow and 

strong winds so you can use your terrace almost all year round.

Erhardt Terrace roof 100

Your advantages at a glance

»  The Erhardt Terrace roof 100 impresses with its classic design 

in aluminium, resulting in a timeless appearance.

»  You can customise your terrace roof to suit your needs with 

lighting, heaters, shade and high-quality glass elements to pro-

vide privacy and protection from the wind. Convince yourself of 

the many additional modular features customised by us.

»  You can choose from various designs – cubic rafters (Q100), 

integrated rain gutter (Integral) or traditional filigree rafters (T100) 

– or combine them to implement your own design ideas.

The T150 is made from high-quality materials such as aluminium 

and glass that not only ensure high stability and a long service 

life but also provide a touch of elegance. Whether the sun is 

shining, it’s pouring with rain or it’s even snowing, this terrace 

roof provides reliable protection against the elements. You can 

use your terrace all year round and enjoy the comfort it provides. 

Best of all, you can configure your Erhardt terrace roof to suit your 

individual preferences and requirements, choosing from various 

designs to match your home perfectly. With an Erhardt terrace 

roof, you not only extend your outdoor living space but also create 

a wonderful atmosphere in which to relax and enjoy the good 

things of life.

Erhardt Terrace roof 150

Your advantages at a glance

»  The Erhardt Terrace roof 150 was developed using high-quality 

materials such as aluminium and glass that not only ensure 

high stability and a long service life but also provide a touch of 

elegance.

»  Whether the sun is shining, it’s pouring with rain or it’s even 

snowing, this terrace roof provides reliable protection against 

the elements. You can use your terrace all year round and enjoy 

the comfort it provides.

»  You can configure your Erhardt Terrace roof to suit your indi-

vidual preferences and requirements, choosing from various 

designs and modular features such as lighting, heaters and 

high-quality glass elements to provide protection from the wind 

and privacy.

»  You can choose from various designs – cubic rafters (Q150), 

integrated rain gutter (Integral) or traditional filigree rafters (T150) 

– or combine them to implement your own design ideas.

»  Special shapes can also be produced. 

ERHARDT TERRACE ROOF 150
Balancing style and function

Dimensions Max. depth
T150 = 600 cm              Q150 = 600 cm
T150INTEGRAL = 600 cm    Q150INTEGRAL = 600 cm
Support spacing = up to 7 m without 3rd support

Profile heights
T150 = 15 cm               Q150 = 15 cm
T150INTEGRAL = 15 cm    Q150INTEGRAL = 15 cm

Mounting Wall
Ceiling
Rafter

Snow-bear-
ing capacity 

450 kg/m2

Dimensions Max. depth
T100 = 350 cm              Q100 = 400 cm
T100INTEGRAL = 300 cm    Q100INTEGRAL = 350 cm
Support spacing = up to 7 m without 3rd support

Profile heights
T100 = 10 cm              Q100 = 11 cm
T100INTEGRAL = 10 cm   Q100INTEGRAL = 11 cm

Mounting Wall
Ceiling
Rafter

Snow-bear-
ing capacity

125 kg/m2
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ERHARDT TERRACE ROOF 
The perfect terrace roof to satisfy every wish

Static
wall connection 

Large choice of 
rafter designs

Fixed panels with 
various
design options

Vertical
awnings

On-roof and 
under-roof 
awning op-
tions

All-glass sliding door

Optional features
LED lighting package 
Heater

Pitched ele-
ments  

Various
drainage
options
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ERHARDT PM 
Enjoy the sun under a pergola awning

Being able to relax and enjoy time on your own terrace or balcony 

makes an important contribution to your quality of life. The Erhardt 

K cassette awning provides maximum protection for your awning 

fabric and the entire arm mechanism which are retracted into the 

fully enclosed cassette. With a height of just 13 cm, the compact 

cassette awning is ideal for balconies and small terraces. It is the 

perfect choice if you want to ensure maximum protection for your 

awning fabric. The awning fabric and the entire arm mechanism 

are retracted into the fully enclosed cassette. 

Erhardt K 

Your advantages at a glance

»  The Erhardt K cassette protects the fabric and arm from the 

weather and offers ideal protection for any type of building.

»  The Erhardt K not only provides protection from the sun but 

enables you to design an individual and colourful living space. 

You can choose from a wide range of awning fabrics to add 

your personal touch.

»  Optional features for your awning include lighting and heaters. 

Operation is easy and Smart Home compatibility allows you to 

conveniently control your awning via an app.

»  The Erhardt K is especially suitable for balconies and small 

gardens, providing shade for an area of up to 16.5 m².  

The compact cassette is just 26.5 cm deep and 13 cm high. 

Erhardt PM pergola awnings can be configured individually for 

modern outdoor spaces, creating the perfect solution for open-air 

living. You can choose from a wide range of fabric designs and 

frame colours. Whether you have a large terrace, a cosy garden 

or a busy outdoor area, our pergola awnings are the ideal shade 

provider for areas of up to 30 m2. Thanks to their robust and sta-

ble design, the awnings can withstand even strong winds and sat-

isfy wind safety class 3. The Erhardt PM combines function and 

elegance to create additional living space for the summer months. 

Our pergola awnings not only provide privacy and protection from 

the sun but enhance your entire home. Put your trust in our high 

quality and be inspired by the clean and elegant design.

Erhardt PM 

Your advantages at a glance

»  Discover our Erhardt PM pergola awnings with zip function. This 

innovative awning fabric not only provides pleasant shade but a 

great many other advantages as well.

»  You will be impressed by our awnings’ functional properties and 

their clean and elegant design. They integrate seamlessly into 

any living room or garden, adding a stylish look to the space.

»  You have the option of installing COB LED strip lighting in the 

cassette housing and/or guide rails for a pleasant ambiance. 

This, together with an optional heater, enables you to enjoy the 

evening hours under your pergola awning.

»  Vertical awnings are another optional feature of the Erhardt PM, 

ensuring privacy and protection from the sun so you can relax 

in your outdoor space.

Dimensions 
650 x 500 cm (width x projection)
Standard post height 250 cm

Control technology
Multifunctional 
remote control

Mounting
Ceiling, wall or 
rafter mounting

Dimensions 
550 x 300 cm (width x projection)
Inclination angle: 0° to 40°

Control technology
IO-controlled motor with single-channel 
control unit, mechanism and crank, 
standard motor

Mounting
Ceiling, wall or 
rafter mounting

ERHARDT K 
The compact cassette awning for your terrace
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If you want flexible protection from the sun that adapts to your 

individual needs, the Erhardt BS is the ideal solution. It can be 

mounted below a balcony or roof overhang, hung freely and 

exposed to all weathers or provide two levels of shade thanks 

to a Vario Valance. The Erhardt BS can be designed as an open 

folding arm awning for a sheltered area, hung in the open with an 

additional rain cover or installed as a fully enclosed system. It can 

be configured to suit your individual needs. The Erhardt BS Deluxe 

is additionally equipped with a Vario Valance to ensure optimum 

privacy and vertical protection from the sun. Like the main awning, 

this can be operated easily using a hand-held remote control (BS-

D models upwards).

Erhardt BS 

Your advantages at a glance

»  The Erhardt BS is the ideal solution for almost all types of 

structure. It is available in many different variants for modular 

configuration.

»  You not only have perfect protection from the sun but the 

wide range of awning fabrics enables you to customise your 

living space. You can choose from a wide range of colours to 

design an awning to suit your own taste.

»  The compact awning is just 15 cm high and blends harmoni-

ously with the façade of your home. You can adjust the angle 

of inclination to achieve the amount of shade you prefer. 

»  The sleeve variant provides full protection for both the fabric 

and the mechanism, despite its compact design. You can also 

add a Vario Valance for additional shade and privacy.

The Erhardt S is the ideal shade provider for mounting in a shel-

tered area such as below a balcony or roof overhang that protect 

the fabric and mechanism from the weather. The attractive design 

is timeless. You can choose from a range of options to configure 

your awning and create your favourite place on your terrace. 

Erhardt S 

Your advantages at a glance

»  The very slim drop profile makes it the ideal choice for small 

terraces and balconies. No matter how much space you have, 

the valance is the perfect fit and provides the shade you want.

»  The Variomatic drive enables you to adjust the inclination of the 

valance as desired. The valance can be adjusted flexibly to the 

angle you prefer.

»  The Erhardt S provides shade for areas of up to 18 m², enabling 

you to enjoy pleasant hours outdoors without being exposed to 

direct sunlight.

»   Our wide range of awning fabrics enables you to add colour 

and individual accents to your outdoor space. We have a large 

choice of colours and designs so you are sure to find the fabric 

that matches your own personal style.

ERHARDT BS  
The flexible open folding arm awning

ERHARDT S 
The open folding arm awning for great flexibility

Dimensions 600 x 300 cm (width x projection) 
Inclination angle: 5° to 45°
With Variomatic: 5° to 55°

Control technology
Mechanism and crank, motor, 
optional remote control

Mounting

Ceiling, wall or rafter mounting

Dimensions 

700 x 400 cm (width x projection) 
Deluxe with Vario Valance 700 x 350 cm
Inclination angle: 5° to 40°

Control technology
Motor, mechanism and crank, 
optional remote control

Mounting

Wall, ceiling or rafter mounting



You can fi nd out more here:
www.erhardt-markisen.de/en/ | info@erhardt-markisen.de

Your specialist partner
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